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We measure strong magnetic field intensities in a subwavelength gap separating two dielectric

resonators. This dimer magnetic antenna is characterized in the GHz spectral regime when

considering three conditions of illumination. We detail the different magneto-electric couplings

involved in the enhancement of the near magnetic field and derive the analytical expressions of the

magnetic field intensities. The results reported here in the GHz domain can be extended to other

spectral domains, since they are obtained with a dielectric permittivity of 16 that can be observed

in a very broad spectrum ranging from optics to radio-frequencies. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4861166]

Materials structured at a scale smaller than the wave-

length can lead to artificial meta-atoms that exhibit large

electric and magnetic polarization moments when excited by

an electromagnetic field. Metallic split ring or U-shaped

resonators,1–6 photonic crystal cavities,7,8 nanostructured

dielectric surfaces,9,10 and also “inverse antennas”11–13 have

been showed to enhance magnetic fields. High dielectric per-

mittivity resonators supporting Mie resonances can also reso-

nantly interact with incident electromagnetic field via

electric or magnetic photonic modes.14–17 More recently, it

was evidenced that single particles made of semiconductor

materials can offer electric and magnetic Mie resonances in

the near-infrared and optical frequencies.18–21 These resona-

tors could open the route towards the design of magneto-

electric antennas22–24 to control the electric and magnetic

transitions of emitters such as trivalent lanthanide ions25–29

or to enhance circular dichroism.30

Here, we investigate the near-field properties of

magneto-dielectric scatterers. We present an experimental

setup able to measure the enhancement of the magnetic field

intensity inside the gap of a dimer of Mie resonators. The

dielectric antenna is illuminated by a plane wave under three

different illuminations (see Figs. 1(a)–1(c)) for which the

incident wavevector k can be parallel (illumination T; kjj) or

normal to the dimer axis. In the latter case, the incident mag-

netic field H0 can be either parallel (illumination L) or nor-

mal to the dimer axis (illumination T; k?)

H0;LðxÞ ¼ jH0jeikxêz; (1)

H0;T;k?ðxÞ ¼ �jH0jeikxêy; (2)

H0;T;kk ðzÞ ¼ �jH0jeikzêx: (3)

The experimental measurements are carried out in the GHz re-

gime with resonators exhibiting a dielectric permittivity of

16þ i0.25 (Eccostock HIK, K¼ 16) and a size length of

16 mm. The measurements are performed in an anechoic

chamber with a network analyzer (IF filter was calibrated

at 10 Hz). The samples are positioned on an expanded polysty-

rene substrate which is almost equivalent to air at our working

frequencies and are illuminated with a broadband horn

antenna (1–18 GHz). This antenna is used to maintain a linear

polarization in the entire frequency range. The magnetic field

is measured by a small near field probe (MFA03 by

LANGER). The frequency range of the probe is 0.2–6 GHz

with a spatial resolution of 200 lm. The level of cross-

polarization is less than 20 dB, which ensures a good decou-

pling between the different components of the measured field.

We first characterize a single dielectric cube resonator

illuminated by a plane wave (E0, H0) propagating along the

x-axis, where E0jjŷ and H0jjẑ. Fig. 1(d) shows the modulus

of the electric and magnetic polarizability of the cube as a

function of the frequency and obtained from a finite element

method (FEM) analysis. We can clearly observe a magnetic

dipolar resonance at 3.75 GHz. We measured the three com-

ponents of the magnetic field intensity by placing the probe

at 1 mm from the center of the cube face along the Oz axis

and oriented to be sensitive either to the x, y, or z-component

of the magnetic field. When the incident magnetic field is

along the z-axis, we found that the normalized magnetic field

intensity jHzj2=jH0j2 is maximal at 3.69 GHz where it

reaches 60. The normalization is carried out with respect to

the magnetic field measured at the same position without

cube. Accordingly to Fig. 1(d), this enhancement results

from the excitation of the magnetic dipolar mode inside the

cube. The two other components, which are normal to the

incident magnetic field, were measured at a level below the

dynamic range of the network analyser (�90 dB), meaning

that the total field H can be identified here to Hz.

Before measuring the magnetic field intensities in the

subwavelength gap of a dielectric dimer, we derive a semi-

analytical model in order to derive the analytical expressions

of the magnetic field intensity inside the gap of the dimer for

the three illuminations. In the following, we will consider

jE0j ¼ 1 V=m and thus jH0j ¼ 1=376:730 A=m.31 A particle

n (n¼ 1, 2) of the dimer located at rn is assumed to respond

with an induced electric and magnetic dipole, respectively,

denoted pn and mn. The dipoles of each particle, which we

assume here, are identical, non-bianisotropic, and described

by the polarizability tensor ��a ¼ diagð��ae; ��amÞ, where ��ae and
��am, respectively, denote the electric and magnetic polariz-

ability tensors of the individual particles and verify the ten-

sorial system of equations obtained from a well-knowna)nicolas.bonod@fresnel.fr
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coupled-dipole method (CDM) and applied to a two-particle

problem24,32–34

pn=�0

mn

� �
¼ ��a � E0ðrnÞ

H0ðrnÞ

� �
þ
X

q ¼ 1; 2
q 6¼ n

��G
0ðrn; rqÞ �

pq

mq

� �2
64

3
75;
(4)

where

��G
0ðr; r0Þ ¼

��G
0

eeðr; r0Þ ��G
0

emðr; r0Þ
��G

0

meðr; r0Þ ��G
0

mmðr; r0Þ

 !
(5)

is the full dyadic Green’s function of free space.3 The

electric and magnetic polarizability tensors of the individual

particles are assumed to be diagonal and can be described by

scalars: ��ae ¼ ae diagð1; 1; 1Þ and ��am ¼ am diagð1; 1; 1Þ,
where ae � ayy

ee ¼ py=ð�0jE0jÞ and am � azz
mm ¼ mz=jH0j. ae

and am were deduced from FEM simulations of an individual

cube. The simulated polarization P (obtained using the RF

module of COMSOL 4.2) permits to calculate the dipolar

moments by integrating over the volume of the cube: p
¼
Ð

Pd3r and m ¼ �jx=2
Ð

r � Pd3r from which the polariz-

abilities can be easily deduced.4,31

To obtain p1, p2, m1, and m2 for any incidence and

polarization of the incident field, we define

D �

p1

p2

m1

m2

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA and F �

�0aeE0ðr1Þ
�0aeE0ðr2Þ
amH0ðr1Þ
amH0ðr2Þ

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA; (6)

FIG. 1. At left: Longitudinal (a) and

transverse ((b) and (c)) illuminations

of the dimer. The origin of the coordi-

nate system is chosen at the center of

the gap of the dimer and the z-axis is

chosen to be aligned with the dimer

axis. At right: modulus of the electric

(blue line, left scale) and magnetic

(green dashed line, right scale) polariz-

ability of an individual cube as a func-

tion of the frequency.

FIG. 2. (a)–(c) Modulus of the dipolar moments obtained with the dipolar model for a gap size of 5 mm for the three conditions of illumination. (d)–(f)

Normalized magnetic field intensities obtained with the dipolar model (dashed lines) and with the experimental measurements (full lines), for a gap size of

5 mm ((d)-(f)) or 2 mm (d).
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to cast Eq. (4) in the form: ��M :D ¼ F where

��M �

��I ��0ae
��G

0

eeðr1; r2Þ 0 ��0ae
��G

0

emðr1; r2Þ

��0ae
��G

0

eeðr2; r1Þ ��I ��0ae
��G

0

emðr2; r1Þ 0

0 �am
��G

0

meðr1; r2Þ ��I �am
��G

0

mmðr1; r2Þ

�am
��G

0

meðr2; r1Þ 0 �am
��G

0

mmðr2; r1Þ ��I

0
BBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCA
; (7)

is a 12� 12 block matrix which completely describes the

dimer regardless of the incident field. ��I ¼ diagð1; 1; 1Þ and 0,

respectively, denote the 3� 3 unit dyadic and the dyadic

filled with zero. The electric and magnetic dipolar moments

of each particle can thus be obtained by inverting the matrix
��M : D ¼ ��M

�1
:F. They are plotted in Figs. 2(a)–2(c) as a

function of the frequency for a gap size of 5 mm. The latter

formulas allow to derive the expressions of the magnetic

field in the center of the gap for the three conditions of

illumination

Hz;L ¼
eikl

2pl3
ð1� iklÞm1z þ

eikl

2pl3
ð1� iklÞm2z; (8)

Hy;T;k? ¼
eikl

4pl
kx 1þ i

kl

� �
p1x �

eikl

4pl
kx 1þ i

kl

� �
p2x

þ eikl

4pl3
ðk2l2 þ ikl� 1Þm1y

þ eikl

4pl3
ðk2l2 þ ikl� 1Þm2y; (9)

Hx;T;kk ¼ �
eikl

4pl
kx 1þ i

kl

� �
p1y þ

eikl

4pl
kx 1þ i

kl

� �
p2y

þ eikl

4pl3
ðk2l2 þ ikl� 1Þm1x

þ eikl

4pl3
ðk2l2 þ ikl� 1Þm2x; (10)

where l is the distance between the center of a cube and the

origin of the coordinate system. The total magnetic field is

obtained by adding to the previous fields the incident mag-

netic field. We have considered the component of the mag-

netic field in the direction of the incident magnetic field only

because the other components reveal to be negligible.

Due to the finite size of the probe, the distance between

the particles of the dimer will be necessarily larger than

4 mm, except with the L-illumination (Fig. 1(a)). One can

see in Fig. 2(d) (red dashed line or blue line) that the mag-

netic field intensity is maximum at 3.52 GHz where it

reaches 61. This maximum coincides with the resonance of

the z-component of the magnetic dipolar moment (see

Fig. 2(a), green line). The second peak experimentally

observed at 5.0 GHz (blue line) is not reproduced by the

dipolar model and is due to the excitation of the magnetic

quadrupolar resonance. The experimental measurements

associated to the dipolar model demonstrates that for this

illumination (L), the strong magnetic field enhancement

results from an efficient coupling between two magnetic

dipolar modes aligned with the dimer axis (z-axis). In

Fig. 2(e) (blue line), the maximum of the normalized mag-

netic field intensity is measured at 4.58 GHz where it reaches

24, which is almost 3 times lower than the enhancement

reported for the illumination (L). This maximum coincides

with both a maximum of the y-component of the magnetic

dipolar moment and a maximum of the x-component of the

electric dipolar moment (see Fig. 2(b)). One can see in Fig.

2(f) (blue line) that the normalized magnetic field intensity is

maximum at 4.60 GHz where it reaches 55. In this case, the

peak matches a maximum of the y-component of the electric

dipolar moments of each particle and the x-component of the

magnetic dipolar moment of the second particle (see

Fig. 2(c)). The dipolar model shows a good agreement with

the experiments especially for the longitudinal illumination

and the principal resonance for the transverse illuminations.

This good concordance between the dipolar model and the

experiments is due to the weak sensitivity of the dipolar

resonances to high spatial frequency of the resonator shapes.

This means that smoothing the edges of the resonators will

not strongly impact the magnetic field enhancement mostly

related here to the dipolar polarization moments.

We show in Fig. 3 the normalized magnetic field inten-

sity as a function of both the gap size and the illuminating

frequency obtained from the dipolar model. We observe for

the 3 conditions of illumination that the magnetic field inten-

sity is maximum when the gap size is minimum. This result

reveals that it would be possible to measure magnetic field

enhancements larger than those reported in Fig. 2 with a gap

size of 5 mm by further decreasing the size of the gap. The fi-

nite size of the probe does allow a decrease of the gap size in

the longitudinal illumination (L) only: by reducing the gap

size down to 2 mm, we measured an enhancement of the

magnetic field intensity as high as 130 (Fig. 2(d), black line).

Measuring the electric field would also be very interest-

ing, in particular, to show whether this magnetic field

enhancement is associated to an increase of the electric field.

But the much larger size of the electric field probes does not

allow to measure the electric field in a subwavelength gap.

However, we also estimated with both complete calculations

and analytical model the electric field intensity and observed

that its enhancement is limited to 20 (occurring for illumina-

tion (L)) and remains, in general, small for the 3 illumina-

tions. This result is important since it proves that the

magnetic field can be enhanced independently from the elec-

tric field.

To summarize, strong magnetic field intensities are

measured when coupling two identical dielectric resonators

illuminated upon three different illuminations. The largest
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enhancement results from a strong coupling between the

magnetic modes due to the efficient coupling of the magnetic

dipolar moments which are almost parallel to the dimer axis.

Magnetic field intensities enhanced by more than two orders

of magnitude were measured. Experimental investigations

were completed by a detailed dipolar analytical model that

was able to predict the magnetic and the electric field inten-

sity in the vicinity of a magneto-dielectric dimer illuminated

by a plane wave in arbitrary incidence and polarization.

Dimers of plasmonic resonators have been widely investi-

gated to enhance at a subwavelength scale the electric light

matter interaction,35,36 we believe dielectric magnetic anten-

nas will open the way towards light matter interaction

enhanced via the magnetic field, with important applications

in enhanced spectroscopy and resonant light cavities.
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